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Peter Seibel interviews 15 of the most interesting computer programmers alive today in Coders at Work, offering a brand-new companion volume to Apress’s highly acclaimed best-seller Founders at Work by Jessica Livingston. As the words “at work” suggest, Peter Seibel focuses on how his interviewees tackle the day-to-day work of programming, while revealing much more, like how they became great programmers, how they recognize programming talent in others, and what kinds of problems they find most interesting.

Hundreds of people have suggested names of programmers to interview on the Coders at Work web site: www.codersatwork.com. The complete list was 284 names. Having digested everyone’s feedback, we selected 15 folks who’ve been kind enough to agree to be interviewed:

	Frances Allen: Pioneer in optimizing compilers, first woman to win the Turing Award (2006) and first female IBM fellow
	Joe Armstrong: Inventor of Erlang
	Joshua Bloch: Author of the Java collections framework, now at Google
	Bernie Cosell: One of the main software guys behind the original ARPANET IMPs and a master debugger
	Douglas Crockford: JSON founder, JavaScript architect at Yahoo!
	L. Peter Deutsch: Author of Ghostscript, implementer of Smalltalk-80 at Xerox PARC and Lisp 1.5 on PDP-1
	Brendan Eich: Inventor of JavaScript, CTO of the Mozilla Corporation 
	Brad Fitzpatrick: Writer of LiveJournal, OpenID, memcached, and Perlbal 
	Dan Ingalls: Smalltalk implementor and designer
	Simon Peyton Jones: Coinventor of Haskell and lead designer of Glasgow Haskell Compiler
	Donald Knuth: Author of The Art of Computer Programming and creator of TeX
	Peter Norvig: Director of Research at Google and author of the standard text on AI
	Guy Steele: Coinventor of Scheme and part of the Common Lisp Gang of Five, currently working on Fortress
	Ken Thompson: Inventor of UNIX
	Jamie Zawinski: Author of XEmacs and early Netscape/Mozilla hacker


What you’ll learn

How the best programmers in the world do their job

Who is this book for?

Programmers interested in the point of view of leaders in the field. Programmers looking for approaches that work for some of these outstanding programmers.

About the Author

Peter Seibel is a serious developer of long standing. In the early days of the Web, he hacked Perl for Mother Jones Magazine and Organic Online. He participated in the Java revolution as an early employee at WebLogic which, after its acquisition by BEA, became the cornerstone of the latter’s rapid growth in the J2EE sphere. He has also taught Java programming at UC Berkeley Extension. He is the author of Practical Common LISP from Apress.
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Cloud Computing: Automating the Virtualized Data Center (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2011

	Cloud computing is a paradigm shift in the IT industry similar to the displacement of local electric generators with the electric grid, providing utility computing, and it is changing the nature of competition within the computer industry. There are over a hundred companies that claim they can provide cloud services....
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Black Hat Python: Python Programming for Hackers and PentestersNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		When it comes to creating powerful and effective hacking tools, Python is the language of choice for most security analysts. But just how does the magic happen?

	
		In Black Hat Python, the latest from Justin Seitz (author of the best-selling Gray Hat Python), you'll explore the darker side of Python's...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 Reporting and Business IntelligencePackt Publishing, 2012

	Everything you need to know to work with reports in Dynamics CRM 2011


	Overview

	
		Create reports with SQL Reporting Services for CRM
	
		Empower your reports with the different Report Wizards and dashboards
	
		Troubleshoot and optimize your reports for better performance

...
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Outstanding!: 47 Ways to Make Your Organization ExceptionalPutnam Adult, 2010

	
		"Outstanding! hits the nail on the head in every way: Practical content, terrific stories, and an easy read. Miller has provided a road map for organizations to become exceptional--just follow the path laid out. Definitely a must read!"

	--Dave Ramsey, author of Total Money Makeover and host...
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Apoptosis, Senescence and Cancer (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2007

	The goals of chemotherapy (and radiotherapy) are to eliminate tumor cell targets by

	promoting cell death. In recent years, a major focus has been placed on programmed

	cell death or apoptosis as the primary mechanism of cell killing. However, tumor

	cells may respond to various forms of treatment in diverse ways, only some of which...
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Integrated Image and Graphics Technologies (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Image technology is a continually evolving field with various applications such as image processing and analysis, biometrics, pattern recognition, object tracking, remote sensing, medicine diagnoses and multimedia. Significant progress has been made in the level of interest in image morphology, neural networks, full color image processing, image...
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